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ABSTRACT

Atmospheric rivers are long, narrow bands of concentrated atmospheric water vapor transport that provide

an important atmospheric linkage between the subtropics and the midlatitudes, facilitating over 90% of me-

ridional water vapor flux and often resulting in extreme precipitation events in regions of enhanced coastal

orography. In this investigation, the authors conduct continuous (3month), large-domain (3600 km3 3200 km),

high-resolution (4 km), nonhydrostatic simulations using theWeather Research and Forecasting (WRF)Model

and compare the observations to previously reported dropsonde observations from the California Land-Falling

Jets Experiment (CALJET) and the Pacific Land-Falling Jets Experiment (PACJET) in order to address an

existing gap in knowledge regarding the ability of atmospheric models to simulate the finescale vertical and

horizontal structure of atmospheric rivers. TheWRF simulations reproduce key structural and thermodynamic

characteristics of atmospheric rivers—including well-defined corridors of strong water vapor transport, moist-

neutral stability in the lower troposphere, and strong low-level jet/water vapor transport maxima near ;1 km

MSL. While WRF does generally capture the extreme values of instantaneous vertically integrated water

transport—a defining feature of real-world atmospheric rivers—constituent variables exhibit biases relative to

observations, including211.2% for integrated vapor transport,15.9% for integrated water vapor, and217.7%

for 1 kmMSLwind speed. Findings suggest that high-resolution nonhydrostatic atmospheric simulations are an

appropriate tool for investigating atmospheric rivers in contexts where finescale spatial structure and realistic

water vapor transport maxima are important.

1. Introduction

Greater than 90% of all meridional water vapor flux

between the subtropics and the midlatitudes occurs within

concentrated, filamentary bands known as atmospheric

rivers (ARs) (Zhu and Newell 1998). Often thousands of

kilometers long but only a few hundred kilometers wide,

ARs are transient features at any particular location. They

occur throughoutmidlatitude regions in both hemispheres,

and tend to bemost prominent over and near ocean basins

(Ralph et al. 2004; Bao et al. 2006).WhenARs occur in the

vicinity of enhanced orography, they can trigger extreme

precipitation events and associated flooding (e.g., Neiman

et al. 2008a,b; Ralph et al. 2006).

Synoptic-scale transient eddies in the midlatitudes

are a primary mechanism by which mass, energy, and

momentum are transported poleward between the mid-

dle and high latitudes (e.g., Oort 1971). Because transient

eddies and ARs can work in concert to dynamically link

the earth’s low- and high-latitude regions (Neff et al.

2014), changes in the behavior of ARs may have the

potential to affect the poleward transport of water vapor

and latent heat on climate time scales (e.g., Wu et al.

2011). It is plausible that increases in greenhouse gas

concentrations could cause ARs to intensify (Dettinger

2011; Lavers et al. 2013), most directly in response to

thermodynamically driven increases in atmospheric wa-

ter vapor (Trenberth et al. 2003), but possibly also due to

changes in midlatitude large-scale atmospheric patterns

(e.g., Cohen et al. 2014; Petoukhov et al. 2013). Because

ARs are so closely tied to the occurrence of extreme

precipitation events in the historical record, serve as an
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important dynamical linkage between regions, and are

potentially sensitive to shifts in large-scale climate, ARs

are of considerable relevance for short-term weather

prediction, annual-scale climate variability, and long-term

climate change.

The general spatial structure and dynamic evolution

of ARs over the northeastern Pacific Ocean is well

characterized. Highly concentrated plumes of vertically

integrated water vapor (IWV) often develop within the

‘‘warm conveyor belt’’ of extratropical cyclones (Sodemann

and Stohl 2013), usually aligned with the pre-cold-frontal

low-level jet (LLJ) band, and sometimes extending well

downstream of the parent synoptic-scale system (e.g.,

Bao et al. 2006; Ralph et al. 2004). In situ measurements

confirm that the highly anomalous IWV plumes associ-

ated with ARs are indeed spatially correlated with re-

gions of strong water vapor transport (Ralph et al. 2004,

2005, hereafter RNR05), which has facilitated the use of

IWV (directly obtainable from Earth-orbiting satellites)

as a proxy for the vector quantity itself. Local evaporation

and moisture convergence is thought to be the primary

means by which water vapor concentrates within the dis-

tinct IWV band that characterizes ARs (Cordeira et al.

2013; Sodemann and Stohl 2013), although advective

water vapor transport from low latitudes (,23.58N) may

play a role in at least some AR events (Bao et al. 2006;

Ralph et al. 2011).

In vertical profile, ARs over the Pacific tend to be

characterized bymoist-neutral stability in the lower levels

(RNR05), which is a favorable condition for the oro-

graphic enhancement of precipitation (Ralph et al. 2004;

RNR05). Because of the existence of south–north or

southeast–northwest-oriented coastal mountain ranges

along most of the Pacific coastline of North America,

onshore IWV fluxes associated with strong southwest-

erly LLJs are often substantially orthogonal to the pri-

mary topographic axis in this region. The combination of

moist-neutral stability and strong topographically forced

ascent can lead to dramatic enhancement of precipitation

over higher terrain (Ralph et al. 2004; RNR05; Neiman

et al. 2008a), with 24-h accumulations sometimes ex-

ceeding 300–400mm (e.g., Neiman et al. 2008b). Extreme

precipitation events that occur as a result of ARs have

been implicated in a large fraction of individual flood

events of historical significance both along the Pacific

coast and in other regions (e.g., Ralph et al. 2006;

Neiman et al. 2008b; Ralph et al. 2011, 2012; Lavers et al.

2011; Neiman et al. 2011).

The finescale vertical structure of ARs is considerably

more difficult to diagnose than the broadscale horizontal

structure. However, this vertical structure is crucially

important in determining the impact of AR events that

move onshore in regions of enhanced orography (Neiman

et al. 2008a; Kingsmill et al. 2013). While broadscale AR

horizontal structure can be largely understood in the

context of its placement within the warm conveyor belt of

synoptic-scale cyclones (Bao et al. 2006), insights into the

vertical structure of ARs have come about largely within

the past two decades as a result of several observational

studies conducted over the Pacific Ocean (RNR05) and

along the immediate Pacific coast of North America (e.g.,

Ralph et al. 2011; Kingsmill et al. 2013). Two of these

studies, the California Land-Falling Jets Experiment

(CALJET) in 1998 and the Pacific Land-Falling Jets Ex-

periment (PACJET) in 2001, yielded an unprecedented

high-resolution in situ dataset describing the vertical

structure of numerous individual ARs (RNR05). During

these aircraft-based field campaigns, dozens of drop-

sondes were deployed over the Pacific Ocean in and near

the LLJ associated with well-defined (IWV. 2cm) ARs.

Most of these dropsondes sampled the region along or

immediately upstream of the axis of maximum IWV, re-

sulting in a substantial number of high-quality soundings

of the AR environment (RNR05). More recent field

studies—especially CalWater 2015, which has garnered

considerable scientific and public interest (Witze 2015)—

have focused on the physical characteristics of landfalling

ARs near California.

Motivated by the importance of understanding and

simulatingARs on bothweather and climate time scales,

the present study seeks to evaluate the performance of a

high-resolution atmospheric model, the Weather Re-

search and Forecasting (WRF) Model, in representing

the key features of AR vertical structure. Various nu-

merical models are generally capable of reproducing the

broadscale spatial characteristics of ARs, such as en-

hanced broadscale IWV plumes and IWV fluxes (Smith

et al. 2010). However, relatively little is known regarding

numerical model representation of the finescale varia-

tions in kinematic and thermodynamic parameters crit-

ical to the orographic enhancement that occurs during

AR-associated extreme precipitation events—including

the extreme values of vertically integrated moisture

transport that are typically associated with ARs. The

narrowness of the water vapor plumes associated with

atmospheric rivers, the scarcity of in situ observations of

individual plumes, and the coarseness of available water

vapor observations from remote sensing platforms also

complicate the evaluation of the ability of atmospheric

models to simulate the finescale structure of atmospheric

rivers. Given the recognized importance of these fi-

nescale details in causing intense regional precipitation

events, and increasing interest in the thermodynamic

and/or dynamic causes of possible changes in continen-

tal precipitation extremes, quantification of simulated

biases inAR-relevant variables is a necessary step toward
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understanding whether numerical models are accurately

capturing the underlying mechanisms of AR-related

precipitation events.

To explore these topics and close this existing gap in

knowledge, we compare continuous 3-month non-

hydrostaticWRF simulations with observations collected

during 17 separate AR events reported in RNR05. The

17 observed AR events included in this study occurred in

1998 (10 events) and 2001 (7 events). We assess various

characteristics of vertical and horizontal AR structures

that are captured in the WRF simulations but are not

present in the atmospheric reanalysis data within which

the WRF Model is nested.

2. Model and methods

To assess numerical model representation of finescale

AR structure, we have completed two separate, con-

tinuous 3-month simulations using the WRF Model,

version 3.2.1 (Skamarock et al. 2005). The two simula-

tions are targeted at the dates of the CALJET and

PACJET field campaigns [January–March (JFM) 1998

and JFM 2001; initialized on 1 January 1998 and 1 Jan-

uary 2001, respectively]. Since the earliest calendar date

occurrence of any AR included in this study (in either

1998 or 2001) is 21 January, all of our analysis occurs

after at least 21 days ofmodel spinup. To achieve the very

high temporal resolution necessary to sample the same

region of the narrow and locally transient IWV plume as

was sampled by each dropsonde, we conduct 17 separate

24-h simulations using WRF ‘‘restart’’ files (which ob-

viates the need for additional spinup) at the time of each

AR event, and increase the model output frequency to

1/60 s21. Each model-derived profile, therefore, corre-

sponds to the respective dropsonde-derived profile

with a temporal error of ,60 s.

Our WRF configuration includes a nonhydrostatic

dynamical core (NMM), theWRF single-moment 5-class

microphysics scheme (WSM5), the Mellor–Yamada–

Nakanishi–Niino level 2.5 (MYNN 2) boundary layer

scheme, and no cumulus parameterization scheme (i.e.,

explicit convection is allowed). Mixed-phase microphysics

schemes such asWSM5 (Hong et al. 2004) better represent

complex cloud processes at high spatial resolutions (Hong

and Lim 2006), and have been used previously in AR

simulation studies (Leung and Qian 2009). This non-

hydrostatic WRF configuration is similar to that tested by

Lebassi-Habtezion and Diffenbaugh (2013), who found

that the WRF simulations using a nonhydrostatic dynam-

ical core without cumulus parameterization produced

more accurate temperature and precipitation fields across

the western United States than did simulations using

either a hydrostatic core or a nonhydrostatic core with

cumulus parameterizations (albeit for the summer season).

We use a single large (3600km 3 3200km) domain cov-

eringmuch of the northeastern Pacific Ocean and the west

coast of North America (19.98–51.28N, 154.98–111.88W)

with 4-kmgrid spacing in the horizontal and 50 levels in the

vertical. Lateral boundary conditions are provided by

NCEP’s North American Regional Reanalysis (NARR)

dataset (Mesinger et al. 2006), and observed sea surface

temperatures (updated daily) are incorporated into the

lower boundary condition using NOAA’s 0.258 satellite-
derived product (Reynolds et al. 2007).

We compare the three-dimensional WRF fields with

the data from the observational campaigns at the exact

time and location of the published dropsonde data.Model

grid boxes utilized in the construction of composite ver-

tical profiles correspond to the latitude and longitude of

actual dropsonde observations, and are centered no far-

ther than 2.83km from in situ sampling locations.We note

that our methodology cannot eliminate the risk that

model-derived profiles sample a different part of the AR

environment than the original RNR05 observations due

to errors inWRF’s simulated spatiotemporal evolution of

each individual event. Since ARs (both real world and

simulated) are narrow and highly transient features, it is

possible that even relatively small biases in timing of each

AR could substantially affect the comparison of simu-

lated ‘‘snapshots’’ with observed vertical profiles.

Given the subjectivity in choosing a metric for match-

ing the relative position of each dropsonde observation

with its ‘‘most representative’’ location in the WRF

simulations—and the lack of information in the origi-

nal RNR05 study regarding the specific position of each

dropsonde observation in the AR environment—we

opt for a maximally objective and unbiased approach in

comparing observations and simulations by simply

comparing the data at fixed times and locations. Our

methods are aimed toward minimizing other potential

errors to the greatest extent possible, primarily by en-

suring high model-observation correspondence (;3 km

in space and ;60 s in time).

To further minimize error stemming from differing

approaches in characterizing ARs, all procedures re-

garding the calculation of composite vertical profiles

follow RNR05 as closely as possible. Following RNR05,

we calculate the along-river water vapor flux [Fluxr, Eq.

(1)] using the method described in Ralph et al. (2004),

where z is height (m) and r, U, and qsp are layer mean

density (gm23), total wind speed (m s21), and mixing

ratio (g kg21), respectively:

Fluxr 5Wr

ðZ
500

Z
1000

rUqsp›Z . (1)
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We define Wr as the mean atmospheric river width (viz.,

the width of themost concentrated part of the IWVplume

and the corridor of maximum water vapor flux). The

quantityWr is estimated to be 100km in RNR05 (a 50-km

margin around each dropsonde observation), so we

make the same approximation here for consistency

[though we note that Ralph et al. (2004) find that actual

atmospheric river width is closer to 400km]. The quan-

tity Z is subdivided into 10 equal 50-mb (1mb 5 1 hPa)

increments from 975 to 525mb (layer means between

1000 and 500mb). Note that Fluxr can also be defined as

the product of Wr and the (vertically) integrated vapor

transport (IVT).

The calculation of vertical profiles for all variables other

than Fluxr is accomplished by interpolating quantities

onto a 100-m resolution vertical grid, which is the same grid

used in RNR05. AfterWRF-simulated data corresponding

to eachof the 17 observed soundings are interpolated, three

separate composite model vertical profiles are constructed:

the total composite,which includes data from15ARevents

(and excludes data from a single event on two successive

sampling dates; see section 3a); the 1998 composite, which

includes data from 11 AR events occurring during 1998;

and the 2001 composite, which includes data from 4 AR

events occurring during 2001. These individual and com-

posite profiles are used to compare WRF Model output

directly to the in situ observations reported in RNR05.

We also emphasize the additional caveat that the 17

ARs examined in RNR05 (and thus in the present study)

constitute neither a complete nor necessarily a represen-

tative sample of all AR events occurring in 1998 and 2001.

The primary aimof our analysis is an objective comparison

of WRF Model simulations and the observational data

published in RNR05. To facilitate this comparison, we

show composite profiles for each year separately so that

they may be directly compared to the RNR05 profiles

(despite the small sample size and potential lack of robust,

statistically significant differences between composites).

3. WRF simulation results and comparison to
observations and reanalysis

a. AR horizontal spatial characteristics

We begin our analysis by noting the existence of well-

defined and narrow simulated IWV plumes in 15 of the 17

cases considered in this study (Fig. 1). The core of the

simulated IWV plume is located near the geographic lo-

cation of dropsonde measurements in 15 out of 17 cases.

(The two exceptions, which are generally unrepresentative

of the AR environment, are discussed at the end of this

subsection.) This spatial correspondence suggests that

WRF generally captures the propagation and evolution of

the ARs across a large nested domain.

The enhanced IWV plumes in each study case are also

spatially coincident with large vertically integrated wa-

ter vapor fluxes, which at times exceed 500 kgm s21 near

the AR axis (results discussed in section 3c). Water va-

por fluxes are strongest in the lower troposphere around

925 hPa, where low-level winds are strong and mixing

ratio tends to be high (Figs. 2d,f). A total of 15 out of

17 IWV plumes in this study exhibit considerable merid-

ional extent (Fig. 1), and low-level winds in the vicinity of

eachAR are largely parallel to each IWV axis. TheWRF-

simulated local mean ratio of meridional IVT to zonal

IVT within the AR plumes [i.e., the arithmetic mean of

15 individual ratios (IVT_meridional/IVT_zonal) calcu-

lated separately for each modeled AR event, excluding

the two events discussed earlier] is 4.9. However, zonal

IVT exceedsmeridional IVT in 6 out of 15 events, and the

overall meridional–zonal mean ratio for the 15-member

composite is only 1.04—suggesting that those ARs with a

high IVT_m/IVT_z ratio were relatively weak, and that

net zonal and meridional contributions to IVT are com-

parable when averaged over all events.

Themost notable differencebetween theWRF-simulated

IWVplumes and those sampled by dropsondes inRNR05

occurs for the 12 February and 13 February 2001 obser-

vations (Figs. 1m,n), which comprise two successive

samplings of the same distinct AR event. In these two

cases, the model-derived vertical profiles are notably

different from the observations in RNR05, exhibiting

lower potential temperature, lower mixing ratio, and

lighter winds (not shown) than simulated by WRF dur-

ing the other 15 events or observed in RNR05 during

all 17 events (Figs. 2 and 3). Model output fields and

GOES-10 infrared satellite imagery (not shown) both

depict a slow-moving cyclonic circulation centered ap-

proximately 800km off of the California coast during this

event. Based on examination of reanalysis 250–500-mb

wind fields and interpretation of satellite imagery (not

shown), this circulation appears to be largely cut off from

themean zonal flow,with noAR signature apparent prior

to 12 February 2001. We also note that the WRF simu-

lations of the 12–13 February 2001 event depict a poorly

defined AR relative to others in the study (Figs. 1m,n).

The large differences between the observed and simu-

lated AR profiles for the 12–13 February 2001 event ap-

pear to be caused by errors in the WRF-simulated

location of the parent cyclone, resulting in the absence of

AR conditions at the spatiotemporal point of interest.

Because our primary focus is on simulated finescale

AR structure, the absence of a distinct AR in WRF

simulations of this event leads us to exclude data from

12 February 2001 and 13 February 2001 in both the

overall and 2001 composites. Real-world (and simulated)

cutoff lows are known to exhibit erratic trajectories
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(Nieto et al. 2005), and a comprehensive investigation

into the source of WRF errors for this particular sys-

tem is beyond the scope of the present study. We

do acknowledge, however, that this case represents a

substantial failure of WRF to accurately simulate the

large-scale conditions relevant to the initiation and

propagation of an observed AR, and we therefore sug-

gest that this issue could be a focus of future work.

b. Vertical structure of water vapor transport and
thermodynamic variables in ARs

RNR05 and others highlight several defining charac-

teristics of the AR environment: the presence of a well-

defined, narrow plume of concentrated IWV; collocation

of a LLJ with the maximum horizontal water vapor flux

centered;1kmMSL; moist neutral stability in the lower

troposphere; and nearly saturated conditions below

;2 km MSL. The last three of these conditions play

important roles in the strong orographic enhancement

of precipitation associated with AR events, and thus we

focus on these quantities for much of the remaining

analysis.

The simulated composite profile for the 1998 and 2001

events depicts a localmaximum inwind speed of;19ms21

near 0.8kmMSL (940hPa, Fig. 2d). This composite feature

is somewhat weaker and slightly lower in altitude than

the ;23m s21 LLJ centered at ;1 km reported in

RNR05. However, there is a distinct difference between

the composites for 1998 and 2001: the 1998 composite

depicts a mean LLJ strength of ;23ms21 and an alti-

tude of ;0.9 km (920hPa), while the 2001 composite

has a much weaker (;13.5m s21) and lower (;0.6 km,

950 hPa) LLJ signature. In all three composite profiles,

the mixing ratio decreases monotonically with height

[with the minor exception of a thin layer of little change

around 1km (900mb) in the 2001 composite], with a

near-surface value of ;9 g kg21 in both the simulated

and observed composites. At all heights, the mixing

FIG. 1. Snapshots of WRF IWV (cm) from (top left) 23 Jan 1998 to (bottom right) 26 Feb 2001. Black plus signs denote the location of

RNR05 dropsonde observations at the time of each snapshot.
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ratio is higher in 1998 than in 2001 by as much as 2 g kg21

(Fig. 2f). All three composites exhibit a region of sharp

drying with height between 850 and 800hPa, particularly

in the 2001 composite. This dry region—which is not ap-

parent in RNR05—has implications for the interpretation

of thermodynamic quantities (discussed later in this

section).

Simulated along-river water vapor flux (defined as the

instantaneous advective transport in the direction of the

local total wind vector) exhibits a distinct maximum

around 0.8 km MSL (925hPa), which is close to the re-

ported RNR05 value (Figs. 3e,f). This peak in along-

river water vapor flux is collocated with the simulated

LLJ in both the overall composite and the 1998 com-

posite (Fig. 2d), with fluxes decreasing with height above

900hPa. The vertical structure of water vapor flux in

WRF is largely consistent with the RNR05 findings,

though the wind speed maximum associated with the

LLJ in the overall WRF composite is less distinct than in

either the RNR05 composite (Figs. 2a,d) or individual

simulated events (not shown). In contrast, the water

vapor flux composite profile for 2001 does not exhibit a

distinct low-level flux maximum, and is much weaker

overall. Indeed, themaximum flux in the 1998 composite

is nearly double that of the 2001 composite (;100 3
105 kg s21 in 1998 vs;503 105 kg s21 in 2001). Given the

importance of the LLJ in driving strong water vapor

fluxes in ARs, this contrast in water vapor flux between

the 1998 and 2001 composites can largely be explained

by the lack of a clear LLJ maximum in the simulated

2001 wind composite (Fig. 2d). RNR05 find a similar

difference between total along-river flux profiles for

1998 and 2001 (not shown).

Vertical profiles of thermodynamic parameters are

also calculated. Potential temperature profiles depict an

atmosphere absolutely stable to dry convection at all

levels (du/dz . 0 everywhere) (not shown). Consistent

with observations, 1998 exhibits higher values than 2001

throughout the column. However, given the role of con-

ditional parcel saturation by orographic forcing andmoist-

neutral stability in the generation of heavy, orographically

enhanced precipitation, equivalent potential temperature

(ue, shown in Fig. 2e) is a more relevant metric of sta-

bility in anAR environment (e.g., Ralph et al. 2004). All

FIG. 2. Composite vertical profiles of the AR environment—(left to right) wind speed, ue, and qsp— adapted from (a)–(c) RNR05 and

(d)–(f) derived fromWRF output. Black curves in (a)–(c) and points in (d)–(f) denote overall (19981 2001) composites. Red (blue) points in

(d)–(f) denote 1998 (2001) composites. The horizontal black bars represent6 one standard deviation of each variable at each vertical level.
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FIG. 3. Composite vertical profiles of the AR environment—(a),(b) displacement needed for saturation, (c),(d)

cumulative fraction of flux, and (e),(f) integrated vapor transport—adapted from (left) RNR05 and (right) derived

from WRF output. The curves (solid or dashed) and points in b, d, and f—black, red, and blue—denote overall

(1998 1 2001), 1998, and 2001 composites, respectively. The horizontal black bars in (f) represent 6 one standard

deviation of integrated vapor transport at each vertical level.
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three simulated ue profiles exhibit a relatively deep re-

gion of moist neutral conditions (due/dz ; 0) between

the surface and ;850 hPa (Fig. 2e), in agreement with

the observed composite profiles (Fig. 2b). However, the

simulated profiles also contain a distinct conditionally

unstable (due/dz , 0) layer between 850 and 800hPa

that is much less pronounced in the observational

composites. This layer corresponds to the region of

sharp drying observed in the mixing ratio composites

(Fig. 2f). Though there is some suggestion that condi-

tionally unstable conditions in the lower troposphere do

occur in at least some AR events (Neiman et al. 2008b;

Kingsmill et al. 2013), this elevated layer of conditional

instability in themodel composites appears to be a direct

result of the low mixing ratio simulated at the corre-

sponding height level (Fig. 2f).We also note that (except

for the thin region of conditional instability discussed

above), approximate moist neutrality (due/dz ; 0) ex-

tends from near the surface to around 2.1 km (Fig. 2e),

which is considerably below the RNR05 reported

height of ;3.0 km (Fig. 2b). However, due/dz in the

WRF composites remains small (,2Kkm21) between

2.1 and 4km.

As mentioned above, the extreme precipitation often

associated with landfallingARs along the Pacific coast is

primarily caused by strong orographic lift acting on a

nearly saturated air mass with moist-neutral stability

(Ralph et al. 2004, 2006). To assess the potential for the

air in the AR environment to become saturated by

orographic forcing, we calculate the vertical distance

that each 100-m layer would have to be lifted to reach

the lifting condensation level (LCL). Following the

methodology of RNR05, we assume that all parcels re-

quiring less than 400m of lift to reach saturation will do

so after moving onshore (with 400m being the minimum

height of California’s coastal mountains presumed by

RNR05). In accordance with observations, simulated

requisite displacements are less than 400m for a rather

deep layer of the troposphere from the surface up to at

least 850 hPa (Fig. 3b). In the simulated 1998 profile, the

requisite displacement is less than 400m through the

entire column up to ;620 hPa. In contrast, the RNR05

composites show that the parcels above ;850 hPa con-

sistently require more than 400m displacement for sat-

uration (Fig. 3a). The large displacement (.500m)

required for saturation around ;800hPa in the 2001

profile appears to be a direct result of the dry atmo-

spheric region discussed above.

RNR05 note that the humidity sensors used to sample

the AR environments exhibit a significant, relative

humidity–dependent dry bias on the order of ;10%.

Correction of this observational bias was not possible in

the RNR05 study. Thus, this observational error is

propagated into the observational composite humidity

profiles, and subsequently into observational profiles of

other humidity-dependent variables (RNR05). Because

relative humidity is presumed to be essentially constant

(i.e., near 100%) in the lower troposphere following

topographically forced ascent, RNR05 point out that this

dry bias should not qualitatively affect interpretation of

stability parameters in the already-saturated zone (as due/dz

remains near zero regardless), although it will substantially

decrease the calculated vertical displacements required

for saturation. Our model results suggest that the vertical

displacements required for saturation are indeed less than

reported by RNR05—not only in the low levels below

;850hPa, but through nearly the entire atmospheric col-

umn up to around 650hPa. However, a comprehensive

characterization of this error is not possible based on the

data available, since details degrading theRH sensor error

profile at different vertical levels remain unknown. Thus,

we mention this possible source of error simply to

highlight the fact that observational uncertainty in the

original RNR05 study has the potential contribute a

nonnegligible portion of the difference between sim-

ulated and observed moisture variables (especially at

lower atmospheric levels).

c. Assessment of model simulation of key variables

Three variables are chosen to quantitatively assess

overall model performance for each AR event: IWV,

the magnitude of the total wind at 1 km MSL, and the

vertically integrated along-river water vapor flux. Sim-

ulated values for each of these quantities are compared

to observed values from RNR05. We find that WRF

overestimates IWV [WRF values 15.9% (;0.15 cm)

greater than RNR05 values] for most events (Fig. 4a),

although this bias is generally small, and relatively uni-

form across AR events. Simulated 1-km MSL winds, on

the other hand, exhibit larger negative biases (217.7%)

with respect to observations (Fig. 4b), particularly for

the stronger AR events. For example, the strength of the

WRF-simulatedwinds is approximately half of the observed

values for the strongest observed event (;20ms21 simu-

lated, ;40ms21 observed). However, WRF does capture

the pattern of much stronger 1-km winds in 1998 than in

2001. Finally, RNR05 report that 75%of cumulativeAR

water vapor transport occurred below ;2.50 km—

a product of sharply decreasing humidity with height

and a LLJ maximum near ;1 km. WRF composites

depict a similarly sharp attenuation with height, albeit

with a slightly higher altitude (2.75 km) for the 75%

benchmark (Figs. 3c,d).

WRF also underestimates the vertically integrated

along-river water vapor flux for the strongest observed

AR events (Fig. 4c), although the relative magnitude of
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this bias (211.2% overall) is not as large as for 1-km

winds. Because along-river water vapor transport essen-

tially aggregates the overall effects of winds and water

vapor at all levels, there may be an element of compen-

sating bias in this metric due to the slight overestimate of

integrated water vapor and the stronger underestimate of

1-km winds. However, interpretation of the vertical wind

profiles for each separate event (not shown) indicates that

the altitude of the LLJ simulated inWRF ismore variable

and on average lower in the atmosphere (;1.0km in

RNR05 vs ;0.8km in WRF). This bias results in vertical

‘‘smoothing’’ of the overall composite wind profile and

lower composite maximum LLJ wind velocity (;20ms21

in WRF composite), despite the presence of comparable

maxima for both individual WRF events and the RNR05

composite (;23ms21 in both). Given this smoothing ef-

fect, total model-simulated vertically integrated fluxes

would indeed be expected to have greater correspondence

with observations than thewinds at a particular altitude (i.e.,

1km). Since ARs are highly transient and anomalously in-

tense atmospheric features at anyparticular location, the fact

that model-simulated values at specific spatiotemporal

points are close to the observed values suggests that the

nonhydrostatic WRF configuration captures not only the

evolution and propagation of ARs across a large domain,

but also the extreme IVT values associated with each AR.

The localized nature of dropsonde sampling in

RNR05 does not allow for direct comparison between

two-dimensional horizontal patterns of IVT from WRF

simulations and those from in situ observations. How-

ever, it is possible to compare the two-dimensional

vertical instantaneous point observations to analogous

profiles extracted from the two-dimensional horizontal

IVT field in WRF and NARR. We report results ob-

tained by calculating the IVT field at each dataset’s

native resolution (4 km for WRF and ;32km for

NARR) and regridding (using a bilinear interpolation

scheme) to a common 0.308 (;32km) grid. We test the

sensitivity of our results to the coarseness of the re-

gridding scheme used [including 0.048 (;4 km) and 0.308
(;32km) resolutions], and find that our results are ro-

bust across this wide range of resolutions (not shown).

We find that the local instantaneous IVT simulated by

WRF at these locations is greater than that in NARR in

all instances, with WRF values generally.100% higher

than NARR values (not shown). Observed IVT values

from RNR05 are very similarly distributed, with 80% of

values falling above those from NARR, and .50% ex-

ceeding NARR by more than 100% (not shown).

Overall, we find that—relative to NARR—local IVT in

the vicinity of each WRF-simulated AR is much closer

to that found in the in situ observations (see frequency

distributions in Fig. 5).

FIG. 4. Scatterplot showing observed vs model values for (a)–(c)

IWV, 1-km wind speed, and vertically integrated water vapor flux.

Red (blue) circles represent observation–model pairs for 1998

(2001), and black lines are 1:1 lines. Red (blue) asterisks denote the

composite mean values for 1998 (2001).
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Figure 6 depicts domain-wide instantaneous IVT from

the WRF and from the NARR reanalysis, both inter-

polated to a common;32-km grid. Because the relevant

NARR fields are available only at 3-hourly intervals,

there is up to a 3-h difference between the time of WRF

and NARR snapshots, meaning that in several instances

there is a noticeable spatiotemporal mismatch between

ARs depicted in WRF and NARR, which prevents

simple differencing of the 2D fields. However, compar-

ison of the AR representation in WRF and NARR is

still possible through visual assessment of the IVT fields.

The narrow corridors of strong IVT associated with the

ARs are clearly visible in most of the WRF simulations,

but are generally much less distinct in NARR. The

AR-associated maxima in these horizontal IVT fields are

notably larger in the WRF data relative to the NARR

data, which is consistent with our earlier results derived

from instantaneous vertical profiles for the same events

(Figs. 3e,f). While systematic sensitivity analysis of the

role of horizontal and vertical model resolution is beyond

the scope of this study, these findings suggest that the high-

resolution WRF simulations capture finescale physical

processes that are not captured in the atmospheric

model underlying NARR, and that this enhanced ‘‘in-

formation’’ (viz., finescale AR structure and extreme IVT

maxima) is partially retained even when WRF fields are

interpolated to a coarser grid.Combinedwith the agreement

between the simulated point IVT values and in situ obser-

vations, these results demonstrate that the nonhydrostatic

WRF configuration is capable of accurately simulating the

extreme water vapor fluxes associated with ARs, even

when these extreme values are not present at the scale of

the boundary conditions provided to the model.

As is extensively discussed inRNR05, the 1998CALJET

field campaign took place during one of the most pro-

nounced El Niño events of the twentieth century [January

multivariate ENSO index (MEI, calculated bimonthly)

value 5 2.48], and the 2001 PACJET campaign during a

weakLaNiña event (JanuaryMEI520.54; data obtained

from ESRL 2015). Thus, it is plausible that large-scale

conditions over the eastern Pacific basin—and thus the

character of ARs in these years—were influenced by op-

posing ENSO states (RNR05). Indeed, simulated AR

events in 1998 are generally warmer, wetter, and more in-

tense than those occurring in 2001 (Figs. 2 and 3), which is

consistent with findings in RNR05 (not shown). The

AR-localized point IVT values (i.e., at locations corre-

sponding to dropsonde sampling in RNR05) are 66%

higher in the 1998WRF composite, and 56% higher in the

1998 NARR composite. Of the 15 AR events sampled, the

5 most intense all occur in 1998.

WRF-simulated full-domain composites (including all

17 dates) of 500-hPa geopotential heights depict a dis-

tinctly different synoptic-scale flow for AR events in 1998

and 2001. In 1998, a deep trough is present in the Gulf of

Alaska (Fig. 7a), directing a long zonal fetch of Pacific air

into California. A trough is present just west of California

and Oregon in 2001, with a less zonally oriented pattern

over the east Pacific (Fig. 7b). Comparison of these

composites to NARR reanalysis fields and to analogous

composites presented in RNR05 suggests that WRF ac-

curately captures these broadscale differences, though the

simulations exhibit substantially stronger ridging along

the Pacific coast in 1998 than occurs in reanalysis (Fig. 7c),

along with deeper troughing west of California in 2001

(Fig. 7d) . The latter discrepancy appears to be driven

mostly by the 12–13 February 2001 event in which WRF

poorly simulates the anomalous cutoff circulation near the

California coast (discussed in section 3a).

We note that theWRFdomain used in this study ismuch

larger than is typically used in nested, ultra-high-resolution

nonhydrostatic simulations (3600km 3 3200km at 4-km

resolution), and is apparently large enough to allow for

noticeable synoptic-scale differences to develop over the

course of long-running (3 month) integrations (relative

to the NARR reanalysis within which WRF is nested). A

comprehensive diagnosis of the causes of these large-scale

departures between the nested WRF simulations and the

NARR reanalysis is beyond the scope of this study, al-

though we note that despite these differences WRF sim-

ulations generally reproduce the individual ARs in the

proper spatiotemporal context, and with realistic intensity.

We further emphasize that it is not possible using the

FIG. 5. Histogram depicting number of occurrences (0–7) of local

instantaneous IVT per 100 km of AR width. Dark blue denotes

NARR values, lighter blue WRF values, and lightest blue RNR05

observations.
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present methodology to attribute the simulated differ-

ences between AR events in 1998 and 2001 to any spe-

cific large-scale forcingmechanism, including ENSO.As

noted earlier, the AR events in this study do not

comprise a representative sample of all AR events in

each year (a product of experimental constraints in the

original RNR05 work), and the overall number of AR

events included in this study is too small to draw

FIG. 6. Snapshots of IVT (kgm21 s21) for (first, third, and fifth rows)WRF simulations and (second, fourth, and sixth rows) NARRdata

for (top) 23 Jan to 10 Feb 1998, (middle) 14 Feb to 23Mar 1998, and (bottom) 21 Jan to 26 Feb 2001 . All data are interpolated to a common

;32-km grid. Note the ,3-h differences in timestamps between WRF and NARR snapshots for corresponding events.
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statistically significant conclusions regarding the differ-

ences between years.We therefore include this discussion

of the differences between years primarily to serve as an

additional point of comparison between the present work

and the original RNR05 observational findings.

4. Conclusions

We comparemodel-simulated vertical profiles for AR

environments that occurred over the northeastern Pa-

cific Ocean during 1998 and 2001 with corresponding

profiles derived from in situ dropsonde observations

taken during the CALJET and PACJET field campaigns

(and reported in RNR05). We find that the vertical struc-

tures of WRF-simulated AR environments are generally

similar to the observed vertical structures. In addition,

key features characteristic of observed AR events are

generally well represented in the WRF simulations, in-

cluding 1) the presence of a LLJ collocated with the

vertical maximum in along-river water vapor flux, 2) the

development of a narrow and highly concentrated IWV/

IVT plume, and 3) the existence of nearly saturated

conditions in the lower troposphere. The magnitudes of

simulated IVT, an aggregate metric of AR intensity, are

close to those observed for both the overall mean and for

individual events (despite biases in constituent variables).

We find simulated and observed static stability and

orographic displacement parameters to be generally in

agreement, with the notable exception of a layer of de-

creased stability and increased requisite displacements

centered near 850 hPa in the WRF composites. Consis-

tent with RNR05 and others (e.g., Neiman et al. 2008a;

Kingsmill et al. 2013), we find that approximately moist-

neutral stability and small requisite displacements occur

throughmost of the lower troposphere duringAR events.

However, our simulations also depict a layer of condi-

tionally unstable conditions centered on 850hPa. This

possibly erroneous layer of decreased stability appears to

be caused by a vertical region of lowmixing ratio inWRF.

Additionally, we suggest that the previously reported dry

FIG. 7. Composite WRF 500-hPa geopotential height fields (contours and colored shading, m) over the full WRF

domain for (a) 1998 and (b) 2001 at ‘‘snapshot’’ times corresponding to RNR05 dropsonde observations. Corre-

sponding differences (WRF 2 NARR) from reanalysis in (c) 1998 and (d) 2001.
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bias in the original in situ instrumentation could account

for some of the difference between simulated and ob-

served requisite displacement at higher levels (above

850 hPa). Given the importance of moist neutrality in

the generation of orographically enhanced precipitation

during AR events, it is plausible that such a discrepancy

could influence the simulation of precipitation whenAR

events move onshore and interact with coastal terrain.

For this reason, further study of both model-simulated

thermodynamic structure of ARs over the open ocean

and the subsequent precipitation on land would be

highly useful in diagnosing the source of this possible

model bias, and thereby in improving precipitation

forecasts.

Accurate representation of AR structure in numerical

models is crucial both in the context of operational me-

teorology and for broader investigation of the climate

system. Real-timeAR forecasts can provide valuable lead

time for extreme precipitation events (and subsequent

flooding) across much of coastal western North America

(Dettinger et al. 2011; Neiman et al. 2008a). In addition,

interannual variability of precipitation can be strongly

influenced by the number and intensity ofARs (Dettinger

et al. 2011; Dettinger 2013). Further, since intense pre-

cipitation events in a number of regions globally are in-

trinsically tied to the strong IVTs associated with ARs,

quantifying the response of midlatitude precipitation ex-

tremes to elevated greenhouse forcing will require un-

derstanding of how the frequency and/or intensity of ARs

change in response (Dettinger 2011; Lavers et al. 2013).

While it is reasonable to expect that high-resolution

simulations would have a greater potential to provide a

more accurate representation of finescale AR structure

than low-resolution simulations, this supposition has

heretofore not been demonstrated in the published liter-

ature.Wefind that a high-resolution, nonhydrostaticWRF

configuration is capable of simulating AR structures—

including localized IVT extrema—that are not present in

coarse boundary conditions (even when both are in-

terpolated to the same coarse grid), indicating that the

model successfully generates finescaleARproperties that

are not present at the scale of the intermediate-resolution

boundary conditions. These findings suggest that non-

hydrostatic model configurations can offer important in-

sights about AR structure and dynamics, particularly in

instances where accurate knowledge of water vapor flux

maxima is required, such as short-term weather fore-

casting or the analysis of extreme hydrometeorological

events in a broader climate context.
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